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Visit OPenerp Forum , from where you can get the ZIP file for Samsung
Galaxy S6 Edge SM-G925 and Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge SM-G920. Make sure

you get the correct zip file. Since I have flashed the root successfully, you
should not face any issues in this case. The all shiny Samsung Galaxy S6
with an October 30 rollout, and the Galaxy S6 Edge with an Android 5.1.1
rollout out. With Samsung now bumping its firmware to Android 5.1 with

build no. G925FXXU2BOFJ, tweakers and developers would be much relieved
that they do not have to scramble to root their new S6 and S6 Edge. For
those like me who have rooted their S6 and S6 Edge in the past, the new
build will be a nightmare to root, so here is good news and bad news. In

good news, the G925FXXU2BOFJ TWRP recovery is stable. In bad news, its
only factory reset supported. If you want a custom recovery like Amonero’s,
welcome home and if you are an OEM like Samsung who likes to screw with
recovery partitions, welcome to #hell. The good news is that the radio on

the Galaxy S6 Edge is working. Because the update on the Galaxy S6 Edge
has excluded the radio and changes some of the display settings including
but not limited to display font and scaling. It’s still unclear, if it will occur on
the Galaxy S6, but we are anticipating it will. On the flip side, there is a new
“change” notification option, which can be accessed by going through the

Settings > System > Apps > Settings > Notifications > Your Settings > Edit
Your Settings.
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aside from the usual android commands like adb, fastboot, they have added
some more commands to boost performance on the device. this trick is very

useful when you are having a poor performing device because if you are
willing to have the latest application running smoothly. by enabling this

option, you will get the updated application in the next android update. open
the settings menu on device and tap the option to install twrp on the device.

then swipe the option to change the twrp to stock. tap install. allow it to
connect with the device. when it finishes connect, you will see a message

that the process has finished. this shows that the twrp is successfully
installed. the galaxy s6 s6 edge has been updated to android 7.0 nougat, the
nexus device is only on android 6.0 marshmallow. the problem of getting a
twrp recovery on these devices are that the boot.img is the same for every

build and it supports only one build. so, if you try to install a twrp on the
galaxy s6 edge using the boot.img for a different build, it will not work.

(adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle []).push({}); so, to get a working twrp
recovery for galaxy s6 s6 edge on android 7.0 nougat, you need to unlock

the bootloader of your device. back when samsung first released their
galaxy s series, the android rom was stuck to gingerbread on an

incompatible and locked down boot.img. this prevented developers from
making twrp images for the devices. this also prevented users from installing

their own custom roms. to install custom roms and to move apps and data
from and to the internal memory was impossible on the galaxy s devices.

(adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle []).push({}); today, the situation has
changed and android is at version 7.0. so, it is a new opportunity for the

samsung hackers to reverse-engineer the boot. actually, samsung does not
have a custom boot. they use the same boot.img bootloader for different
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devices, some device has a locked boot. this is to prevent people from
flashing custom roms and from flashing an upgrade like lollipop. 5ec8ef588b
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